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Hi-Bak HB1812
The HB1812 represents a super compact, truly 
professional dual compartment mopping unit.
Our unique parabolic separator allows a generous 18 litre front clean water container and 12 litre dirty 
water section to the rear.

The 60% / 40% split in container capacity is genuinely practical, allowing larger areas to be cleaned 
before emptying and refilling is required.

For smaller applications the separator may be reversed and the press placed in its lower 
mounting position, resulting in a truly extra compact system. In the event of a single 30 
litre bucket requirement, the parabolic separator can be easily removed.

MultiMop MM30
Super clean floors... twice as fast... 
not to mention walls or even ceilings.
Yes the professional MultiMop is one of 
the simplest, most effective smaller area 
mopping systems you will ever use but, 
like all the best ideas, it is the totally 
thoughtful design concept that makes 
it so outstanding.
A unique giant 35cm (14”) sponge mop that will really out perform the 
rest. The sponge absorbs more than 10 times its own weight in liquid so 
you can really put plenty down and pick it all up again and to cap it all, 
its very operational design makes it virtually self cleaning.

The 30 litre pail runs on 4 twin-wheel castors, so no more lifting 
buckets all the time - where you and your mop go, the bucket goes 
with you... on its wheels. This is professional convenience mopping.
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Standard Specifications
Model Capacity Clean Press Castors Dimensions Low (WxLxH)

HB1812 18/12L 30L Allmops 4x75mm 340x475x3020mm

Standard Specification
Model Capacity Pad Size Mop Type Castors Dimensions High (WxLxH)

MM30 30L 350mm Sponge 4x50mm 340x475x320mm

Folding press and self cleaning system

Folding sturdy handle

Parabolic water separator

Colour coded bucketsEasy Velcro mop attachment

Colour coded buckets

DTK1 Kentucky

DTK2 Pocket DTK11 Hang-on


